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balloons, this book presents things associated
with children's birthday parties.
Happy Birthday!-Dawn Sirett 2013 From a
cupcake with sprinkles to party hats and
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Sirett 2013 Introduce your baby to birthday with
touch and feel textures Baby Touch and Feel
Happy Birthday, allows children to touch and
learn about this happy day with a sparkly cake, a
furry birthday teddy, glittering balloons, and
special birthday surprise! Encourage your baby
to learn early concepts such as colours, shapes
and patterns as they turn each page. The easily
recognisable images and labels will encourage
recognition and naming of objects while the
textured format promotes sensory learning. This
chunky package is perfect for encouraging tiny
fingers to explore and young minds to develop.
Sturdy pages with rounded corners means Baby
Touch and Feel Happy Birthday will provide
hours of enjoyment.

pandas, energetic baby pandas, and their red
panda cousins. With engaging, simple text, this
adorable board book is ideal for reading aloud to
babies and toddlers. Tactile elements make it a
great gift: young children will love exploring all
the different textures, from the panda's fluffy fur
to their rough tongue. Shiny foil and glitter
shapes add sparkle to every page, making it a
delight to read. Part of DK's popular Baby Touch
and Feel series, Baby Touch and Feel Panda will
appeal to little ones and stimulate their learning.

Baby Touch and Feel Panda- 2021-01-12 The
perfect first book about lovable, furry pandas to
share with your little one You're never too young
to start loving pandas! Introduce little ones to
these adorable animals with this interactive
touch and feel book. Meet black-and-white giant

Baby Touch: Happy Birthday!-Ladybird
2015-07-29 Baby Touch: Happy Birthdayis a
high-contrast touch-and-feel book with extra liftthe-flap fun! Read the jaunty text then lift the big
flap on every right-hand page to reveal whose
birthday it is and what touch-and-feel present
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Animals-Dawn Sirett 2008 Invites young readers
to feel the textures of animals, including puppies,
elephants, starfish, and snails. On board pages.
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they've received. A perfect gift for any baby
celebrating their first birthday, too!

sea creatures, and intricate mermaid accessories,
this is a delightful book to read aloud to little
ones. Just right for sharing with babies and
toddlers and encouraging their imaginative play
and learning, inside the colorful characters and
mermaid accessories are embellished with touch
and feel patches or sparkly areas to explore.
From a twinkling mermaid's tail and a bumpy
seahorse, to a mermaid's soft flowing hair, a
scaly turtle, and a pretty seashell mirror, Baby
Touch and Feel: Mermaid features all sorts of
delightful, mer-mazing things! Filled with early
learning, every page has texture or an eyecatching shiny area to expand a baby or toddler's
senses, and the simple design (with one main
picture per page) is easy for very young children
to follow. The images are bold, bright photos,
perfect for little ones to focus on, and just right
for helping their identification skills. Read-aloud,
rhyming text and fun annotation accompanies the
photos, and names the images, building language
and picture-and-word association (helpful for
early reading). The text also inspires role play,
developing children's imaginations and

My First Birthday-Editor 2017-03-07 This
cheerful collection of colorful images and simple
words provides the perfect introduction to the
fun and festive symbols of a birthday celebration.
Included are words such as candle, cake, gift,
and balloon. The little size and sturdy pages
make this sweet book perfect for little hands.

Touch and Feel Christmas- 2014 Identifies
objects found during the Christmas season,
including shiny presents, ornaments, and a
Christmas tree.

Baby Touch and Feel Mermaid-Dk Pub
2020-01-07 For the very youngest mermaid fans,
this cute, sparkly, touch and feel book is the
perfect preschool book. With shimmery, shiny
mermaids, a pearly underwater palace, friendly
touch-and-feel-birthday-dk-touch-and-feel
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creativity. This small baby board book is a good
size for little hands to hold. Babies and toddlers
will love turning the tough pages themselves,
which develops their fine motor skills. Part of
DK's popular Baby Touch and Feel series, this
fun first mermaid book with its exciting sparkly
jacket will appeal to little ones and stimulate
their make-believe play.

just perfect for preschoolers to hold, and helps
develop their fine motor skills."

Touch and Feel-DK Publishing 2014-09-15
Describes animals such as rabbits, elephants,
and chimpanzees, in a book that invites young
readers to feel a rough and bumpy skinned
lizard, a hairy orangutan, and a velvety calf.

Baby Touch and Feel I Love You-Dorling
Kindersley Publishing Staff 2017-01-03 "Baby
Touch and Feel I Love You is a fun DK baby book
that helps little ones learn new words. With
touchy-feely pictures and word labels, it makes
an ideal baby gift. Baby Touch and Feel I Love
You contains stunning photos with foil or
textured areas that expand your baby's senses,
while the simple visuals and labels promote
language skills. From shiny love hearts beside a
little girl hugging her toy to a baby with a fleecy
heart on his vest, you can introduce your baby to
the concept of love with touch and feel textures.
All this is packed in a handy, small format that's
touch-and-feel-birthday-dk-touch-and-feel

Touch and Feel Birthday-Dorling Kindersley,
Inc. 2002-04 Two new titles in our award winning
Touch and Feel series that use birthday and
mealtime to reinforce primary learning skills
through sensory perception. Would you like to
touch a birthday balloon? Turn the pages to enjoy
more party textures. With easy-to-read text,
superb full-color photography, and textures that
can be touched again and again, Touch and Feel
Birthday and Touch and Feel Mealtime are the
next two titles in this award-winning series
designed encourage children to explore the
world around them.
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webbed feet and her fine feathers, touching
Daddy's glossy beak, and learning how both
parents build a bumpy mud nest. Soon their
smooth, shiny egg hatches, and Fluffy Flamingo
Chick arrives! At the end of the day, the flamingo
family snuggle together under a twinkling, starry
night sky. Filled with early learning, every page
has texture or an eye-catching shiny area to
expand a baby or toddler's senses, and the simple
design (with one main picture per page) is easy
for very young children to follow. The images are
bold, bright photos, perfect for little ones to
focus on, and just right for helping their
identification skills. Short, easy-to-follow text and
fun annotation accompanies the photos, and
names the images, building language and
picture-and-word association - helpful for early
reading. This small baby board book is a good
size for little hands to hold. Babies and toddlers
will love turning the tough pages themselves,
which develops their fine motor skills. Part of
DK's popular Baby Touch and Feel series, Baby
Touch and Feel Flamingo with its exciting
sparkly jacket will appeal to little ones and

Disney Baby My First Birthday-Disney Book
Group 2020-05-05 A baby's first birthday is a
special celebration to be remembered! Filled
with all sorts of birthday fun for little ones, this
engaging board book with touch-and-feel
elements introduces Baby to all the wonderful
delights of a birthday party!

Baby Touch and Feel Flamingo- 2020 You're
never too young to start loving flamingos, and
this sparkly, touch and feel book is the perfect
way to introduce little ones to these beautiful,
pink-feathered birds and their cute, fluffy chicks.
The simple, read-aloud text helps babies and
toddlers learn about a flamingo family as they
feel a tough, pointy beak, stroke soft feathers,
touch a bumpy nest, and more, and see these
amazing birds sparkle and shine. This delightful
book is fun to share and makes a great gift or
stocking filler. Little ones will love hearing about
Mummy and Daddy Flamingo, feeling Mummy's
touch-and-feel-birthday-dk-touch-and-feel
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stimulate their learning.
The Birthday Book-Shelley von Strunckel
2020-11-17 Find out what your birthday says
about you and what your friends' birthdays say
about them in this utterly compelling gift ebook.
What makes me me? Who am I most compatible
with? How will my future turn out? Shelley von
Strunckel is an expert at answering all these
questions and more for her celebrity clients and
in her newspaper columns. Use your birthday to
identify key personality traits and entertain
friends and family by revealing theirs.
Harnessing the power of astrology in an
entertaining and informative way, you'll learn
about the dates, numbers, colors, and even foods
with which each person is most compatible. With
descriptions of every birth day of the year, The
Birthday Book is written in an easy-to-understand
style, beautifully illustrated, and includes
information. It is an at-a-glance reference guide
to astrology, numerology, and tarot that will
entertain you, your friends and family for years
to come.

Happy Birthday Sophie! Pop-Up Peekaboo!DK 2015-05-21 Toddlers and babies will giggle in
delight as Sophie la girafe finds birthday
surprises and her playful friends hiding in this
bright and fun ebook Join in the fun and
celebrate Sophie's birthday with this beautiful
peekaboo ebook for babies and toddlers. Sophie
la girafe Pop-up Peekaboo Happy Birthday is
ideal for fans who use the Sophie toy when
teething and makes a great early learning
toddler gift, especially for birthdays! Perfect for
reading aloud at bedtime this peekaboo ebook is
just the right size for your toddler's little hands
to hold and encourages first words and early
learning too. Surprises encourage memory skills
and fine motor skills, while the fun rhymes foster
language and early reading skills. Your little one
will love the bright images, interactive elements
and playful characters - perfect for toddlers'
early learning and development.
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was liberated. In this masterly and highly
individual account of that struggle, the reader is
subjected to the grueling ordeals confronted by
the combatants – each encounter related from
the point of view of a different nationality. In this
way we learn precisely what it was like to take
part in the American airborne landings, move up
the Canadian beachhead under a blistering hail
of fire, attack on foot across country with
Scottish infantry, engage the enemy from a
British tank, move into the German counterattack at Morain, close the Falaise Pocket under
Polish command, and liberate Paris as a Free
Frenchman. Six Armies in Normandytranscends
conventional military history while providing an
intensely vivid picture of one of the Second
World War’s most crucial campaigns.

Follow That Car-Lucy Feather 2020-04-07
Packed with comic capers and animal antics, this
brilliantly bold book follows Mouse's madcap
pursuit of Gorilla through a variety of exciting
settings. Are you ready? Then let's go! Follow
that car! Start your engines! As Mouse hops on
his motorcycle to chase after Gorilla, the duo
dashes through busy building sites, rolling
railway stations, alpine avalanches, and more!
Teeming with detail-rich scenes and slapstick
humor . . . as well as every kind of comical car,
boat, truck, and train . . . the book rewards and
delights a gleeful poring over of its pages--while
also ending up with a satisfyingly silly reason for
all the adventure. Is Gorilla such a baddie after
all?

Fluffy Animals-Dawn Sirett 2012 Invites young
readers to feel the textures of young animals,
including a chick, a rabbit, a lion cub, and a baby
gibbon.

Six Armies in Normandy-John Keegan 1992
The Allied assault on Normandy beaches was an
almost flawless success, but it was to take three
months of bitter fighting before the German
defence of Normandy finally collapsed and Paris
touch-and-feel-birthday-dk-touch-and-feel
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Eco Baby: Where Are You Koala?-Dorling
Kindersley (corp) 2021-02-02 In Where are you?
Koala, wander through outback and woodland to
meet a world of amazing Australian animals like
wombats and kangaroos. Can you find koala's
secret hiding place? Colourful illustrations
provide a bold contrast to the natural cardboard
pages, making this a book that will stand out on
the shelf. Bright habitats surround charming
animal animals, making every page a delight.
Simple text is ideal for reading aloud, or for
young children just starting their reading
journeys. Little readers will love running their
hands along the fun corrugated cardboard
elements and tracing the cut out sections.

Birthday- 2008

First Words-Dorling Kindersley, Inc. 2005-12-18
16 colourful picture cards designed to develop
early language skills. Prompts on the back of
each card provide extra information and talking
points.

My First Animals-Clare Lloyd 2018

Happy Birthday-Sarah Powell 2013-12-03 •
Little Puppy is excited - it's his birthday, and all
the Little Friends are coming to his party!• An
illustrated board book filled with all the things
that make a birthday so special - bunting and
party hats, cake and presents, friends to
celebrate with• With different textures to touch,
feel and explore, as well as a big birthday
surprise flap to lift on the final page

Touch and Feel Wild Animals-Julie AignerClark 2010-02 Featuring stunning photos of wild
animals, this book introduces babies to the
colours, textures and habitats of animals that live
in the wild.
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Pictures, on board pages, of baby animals.
Peanuts - Happy Birthday Snoopy!-Lauren
Holowaty 2015-04-22 Does Snoopy have a
birthday? Does anyone know when it is? Join
Charlie Brown in this gorgeous picture book, as
he tries to give Snoopy a birthday to remember!

Fuzzy Fuzzy Fuzzy!-Sandra Boynton 2003-09
Introduces different textures, including a cow's
fuzzy nose, a puppy's rough paws, and a duck's
soft tummy.

Radiance Descending-Paula Fox 1997 When he
sees all the attention which his parents and
people in the neighborhood give to Jacob, elevenyear-old Paul struggles with his feelings toward
this younger brother who has Down syndrome.

Pat the Bunny-Dorothy Kunhardt 1968 The
original classic touch and feel book that has been
entertaining babies for over 60 years.

Baby Colors!-Dawn Sirett 2010-03 Young
readers can lift-the-flaps to find out what colorful
items are hiding behind various objects. On
board pages.

My Terrific Dinosaur Book-DK Publishing, Inc
2008 Featuring pop-ups, flaps, touch-and-feel
elements, and a durable electronic sound button
that activates a lively dinosaur roar, this book
gives young readers an up-close look at the world
of dinosaurs. Full color.

Baby Bathtime!-Dawn Sirett 2010-01-04 Help
your baby learn all about bathtime with this
chunky board book. From fluffy towels, to a cute
rubber duck, your baby will love learning about

Bright Baby Animals-Roger Priddy 2006-06-08
touch-and-feel-birthday-dk-touch-and-feel
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bathtime. Read them together as you lift flaps
and explore the shape and texture of the tactile
tabs. Perfect for reading aloud and encouraging
early word recognition, your baby will love the
playful images and bold type.

rhymes encourage literacy and early learning,
while the surprise pop-up rain forest scenes will
delight curious preschoolers. With the help of
parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun
turning the sturdy board book pages, guessing
what's hiding under each flap, and then lifting
the flaps to reveal the baby animal characters
and play peekaboo! Ideal for interactive
preschool play, Pop-up Peekaboo! Baby Animals
will appeal to both parents and children and is
certain to keep little ones entertained time and
time again!

Forthcoming Books-Rose Arny 2003-12

Pop-Up Peekaboo! Baby Animals-Dk Pub
2020-02-04 Take your toddler on a rain forest
adventure and find the adorable baby animals in
this lift-the-flap baby book with pictures that pop
off the page! This colorful pop-up peekaboo book
follows animal parents and their babies as they
play hide-and-seek in the rain forest. Babies and
toddlers can lift big flaps and see peekaboo
surprises pop up from the pages: a naughty baby
monkey swinging from a tree, a lively baby tree
frog leaping through the leaves, a baby elephant
who loves to splish splash in the lake, and a
sleepy baby sloth hanging upside down from the
branches of his tree. The lively, read-aloud
touch-and-feel-birthday-dk-touch-and-feel

Mealtime-Dawn Sirett 2012-12-17 Shows
images of foods and utensils that invite readers
to touch the different textures of apples,
bananas, and jelly on toast.

Birthday-Anne Millard 2002 The reader is
invited to touch the textured illustrations of
various things relating to birthdays.
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2014-02-04 Introduces babies to vocabulary for
familiar items, including "house," "car," and
"ball," in a book that features a textured image
on every other page.

Touch and Feel Trucks-Scholastic 2016-12-27
Displays such trucks as a tanker, a logging truck,
and a monster truck on textured pages,
highlighting their features and sounds.

Barbie Birthday Party-DK Publishing 2004 An
interactive board book features glittery, squishy,
and yummy things to feel at a special Barbie
birthday party.

My First Soccer Book-Sterling Children's
2015-04-07 Introduces many of the key
vocabulary words of soccer with their images,
including shin guards, goalies, coaches, yellow
cards, and goals.

First Words Touch and Feel-Roger Priddy
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